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Abstract

Ultrafast photon echo experiments reveal highly modulated quantum beats in nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond,
providing direct measurements of excited state splittings for the first time. We also confirm the existence of new peaks in
echo excitation spectra and report novel polarization dependent interferences.

The establishment of definitive models of
luminescent centers in solids, particularly in
widegap semiconductors, is becoming increasingly
important in the context of next generation flat
panel displays. Here, we report the direct determination of excited state structure and dephasing
dynamics of the nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) center in
diamond from ultrafast photon echo observations,
These results provide the basis for a detailed model
of the center.
Previous results from isochronal annealing cxperiments and uniaxial stress measurements by
Davies and Hamer [1] on the 638 nm zero phonon
transition of the N-V center provided evidence for
a trigonal center of C
3~,symmetry consisting of
a carbon vacancy adjacent to a nitrogen impurity.
The ground and excited states were determined to
be of A and E symmetry, respectively [1]. Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements by
Loubser and Van Wyk [2] confirmed the basic
physical model of the center. Transient hole-
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burning experiments [3] and Curie-law dependence of the magnetic susceptibility from ground
state EPR measurements at 2.88 GHz by Redman
et al. [4] established the triplet character of the
ground state. Persistent hole-burning measurements also revealed transitions at frequencies combining the ground state spin spin splitting with
other frequencies on the GHz scale, providing indirect evidence for 3E excited state structure [5].
Optically detected microwave resonance (ODMR)
measurements [6], in which the laser probe was
tuned across the ZPL, also revealed a larger
40cm 1 splitting in the ODMR spectrum, suggesting that an even larger splitting existed in the
excited state.
In the present work, ultrafast stimulated photon
echo experiments were performed to investigate
excited state structure directly. A dual jet, synchronously-pump DCM dye laser was employed,
generating cavity-dumped subpicosecond pulses
at a variable repetition rate near 100 KHz. The
sample was a high-quality synthetic, nitrogen rich
single crystal. This was irradiated with 1.7MeV
electrons and subsequently annealed to produce
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The photon echo intensit~is shovv n in Fig. 1(a)
as a function of probe delay. revealing deep modu-
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lations in the photon echo decay. The vvavelength
vvas tuned to the red side of the ZPE (,
638.2 rim)
‘js. ith all incident beams polarized in the
00 I
direction. Figure 1(h) shovvs the povver specti urn of
these data. The exponential decay in Fig. 1(a) vlas
first divided from the data before F ourier transformation. We measured frequenc~components at
1
2.87 + 0.01 6Hz, corresponding to the knovvn
ground state splitting, as well as components at
8 0.61 ~ 0.02 6Hz. (‘
I .6~ 0.01 6Hz and
1) 2.30 + 0.01 6Hz. related to excited state split-~
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tings These observed frequencies agree with ow
persistent hole-burning observations ~]. hut in
addition confirm that all modulations originate
1F and ~ states
directly
from
in than
the relaxed states, since
coupled by
the splittings
light, rather
the signal appears as a quantum beat from cohei
ence established vvithin the incident pulse duration.
fhe existence oftvvo ~Fexcited states with differ
cut dephasing behaviors vv as rev ealed directly by
recording the excitation spectrum of the echo sig
nals across the ZPL The excitation spectrum
shovv s two distinct peaks separated h~a ~vidth of
42 + 2 cm
not resolvable in linear absorption

FREQUENCY (GHz)

F a I. a~Stimulated photon echo dec,is data from diamond
N ‘v ceniers sho~inghighis modulated quantum heats at o K
/
615 2 nm Incident beams are all Iincarl~polari7ed in the
(0)1 direction. (hi Posser spectruni of echo data

measurements of these strongly inhomogeneousl~
broadened centers.. The dephasing rates versus teni
perature of these two states were measured with the
laser tuned to the red (638.9 urn) and blue
(636.5 nrn) sides of the ZPL linear absorption peak

high concentrations of N V centers. Three input
beams were arranged in a phase conjugate geo
metry with counter-propagating pump waves and
a probe wave incident at a small angle with respect
to the forward pump. Pump waves were aligned
parallel to the [1 00] direction. Spatially filtered,
time-averaged echo signals were recorded using
lock-in detection techniques with a photomultip
her. Signals were recorded as a function of probe
delay, incident wavelength, and temperature. and
they verified to be independent of repetition rate.
For polarization dependent studies, quarter wave
plates were inserted into all three incident beams,
using an additional quarter-wave plate and polarizer combination to analyze the resulting echo.

Dephasing times at 5.5 K for the red and blue peaks
were 4.92 + 0.24 ns and 56 + 8 ps. respectively, cor
responding to four times the measured decay times
in the photon echo signals. Theoretical fits confirm
that the upper of the two ~E states decays rapidly
by a direct process to the lower level as one might
expect, while the lower state dephases more slovviv
through a virtual 2 phonon process. The dominant
activation energy br the direct process was
67 + 25cm ~, in reasonable correspondence vlith
the measured splitting of the two 5E states. For the
lower level, an Orhach process dominates at low
temperatures with an activation energy of 39 -1
10cm ~. also in good agreement with the measured
excited state splitting.
Finally, a detailed investigation of the po!ariza
tion dependence of the echo intensities with circu
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larly polarized beams revealed an interesting selection rule which caused signal intensities to drop by
an order of magnitude when the pulse polarization
sequence was a~x ~ or o’
. This effect
arises from interferences in the echo signal due to
a superposition of third-order interactions in the
presence of ground state magnetic degeneracies.
For fixed probe delay, ignoring quantum beat contributions and population relaxation, the ith cornhas the form
ponent of the echo polarization P~3~
r
1
jkt
P~ 2 Rd 8 ~~aot~i(~)
/ L
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2,~E31 + E’~’iE2lElk)]~

where ~ is the jth component of 3)~u(~)
the applied
dccis a thirdtric field
of the i~thpulse,
and X) the tensoral naorder
susceptibility
that includes
ture of the interaction. The summation over ~ in
Eq. (1) is over the different defect orientations in the
lattice.
If we consider the specific example of a
sequence for a specific orientation, the v component of the third-order polarization in Eq. (1) is
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(and equivalent sequences with reversed circular
polarization), respectively. These results, which will
be presented in detail in a later work, assume applied fields propagate in the [001] direction and
are in good agreement with our observations.
In summary, we have presented quantum beat
measurements of excited state splittings in the N-V
center in diamond. The existence of a large splitting
in the excited state manifold was revealed in echo
excitation spectra. Temperature-dependent dephasing studies of these two states indicated that
primary
responsible
for dephasing
direct andmechanisms
virtual 2-phonon
processes
were the
from the upper and lower 3E levels, respectively.
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Finally, we observed a polarization selection rule
which can be explained as an interference effect due
to Zeemanwith
coherence
within
the electronic
center which
is
consistent
our model
of the
structure.
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where E
0 is the magnitude of the applied fields. In
a center with cubic symmetry, the only nonzero
terms in Eq. (2) are
=
/~yx
~
in which case P, = 0. For the more complicated
case of the C3,, symmetry N-V center, P, is still
reduced significantly for the a~a a~case when all
defect orientations are considered.
group13~for aExplicit
transition
betheoretical
calculations
of
~
tween a doubly degenerate E symmetry state in the
ground state manifold and a nondegenerate excited
state in the N-V center predict relative echo intensities with ratios of 64: 25: 4 for ~ a~~
+
+ +
or a a a and a a a polarization sequences
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